Abstract. This paper presents an adaptive threshold neural-network scheme for Rotorcraft Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (RUAV) sensor failure diagnosis. The approach based on adaptive threshold has the advantages of better detection and identification ability compared with traditional neural-network-based scheme. In this paper, the proposed scheme is demonstrated using the model of a RUAV and the results show that the adaptive threshold neural-network method is an effective tool for sensor fault detection of a RUAV.
Introduction
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) are useful for many applications where human intervention is considered difficult or dangerous. Additionally, Rotorcraft UAV (RUAV) can operate in many different flight modes which the fixed-wing one is unable to achieve, such as vertical take-off/landing, hovering, lateral flight, pirouette, and bank-to-turn. However, the RUAV do not have the graceful degradation properties of fixed wing aircrafts or airships in case of failures. Therefore, a failure in any part of the RUAV can be catastrophic. If the failure is not detected, identified and accommodated, the RUAV may crash.
State estimation or observation Sensor Fault Detection and Identification (SFDI) techniques have been widely used based on Kalman [1] [2] or other filters [3] . However, it is well known that these schemes might perform poorly in the presence of significant nonlinearities and uncertainties [4] . As an alternative method, neural-network (NN) based approach for SFDI (NNSFDI) have been proposed and developed in recent decade [5] [6] [7] . Because of the online and offline learning, the NNSFDI does not require modeling, is robust and has a high potential to handle nonlinearities.
In this paper, the detection and identification of sensor failure in RUAV is investigated and the design of a sensor fault diagnosis scheme is presented. A NN based scheme, with an adaptive threshold algorithm, is applied. Simulations with the adaptive threshold NNSFDI have been conducted.
NNSFDI Scheme
Neural networks with a three-layer BP network structure are used to approximate the nonlinear continuous functions. The three-layer neural network shown in Fig 1 with the input layer, the hidden layer and the output layer is used in NNSFDI scheme. In this study, we adopted the following sigmoidal activation function:
. . . The application of NNSFDI can be separate in three steps: -Fault Detection (FD) -when a sensor failure occurs, it can be detected by the fault diagnosis scheme; -Fault Type Identification (FTI) -when the scheme detect a failure, the FTI distinguish the type of the fault such as angular velocity, acceleration and so on; -Fault Identification (FI) -the detected failure which supported by FD algorithm is identified to the specific sensor channel.
NNSFDI Relevant Parameters
The SFDI scheme is based on the observablity of a rotorcraft UAV system. Using online learning NN estimators, the SFDI problem can be approached by introducing a main set of 'm' NNs (MNNs) and a set of 'n' decentralized NNs (DNNs), where 'm' is the number of the types of the sensors in the flight control system and 'n' is the number of the specified sensors, which are the same kind, for which a SFDIA is desired. The MNNs and DNNs are classified as Table 1 with the rotorcraft UAV.
Let us assume without loss of generality that MNN-i is considered: we denote the MNN-i outputs as d1 MNN In the rotorcraft UAV system, the SFDI scheme specifies 4 MNNs and 3 DNNs for each MNN catalog. As is shown in the Tabl 1, the MNN-1 detects the angular velocities' failure around 3-axis which are presented by DNN-1 to DNN-3 separately. The Euler angel, the acceleration and the position of the helicopter are diagnosed by MNN-2, MNN-3 and MNN-4 as a result of a similar set of sensor variables present the same standard deviation, sensor noise and system noise. It has been studied that the incidence of a sensor failure will present a perturbation of the normal dynamic response of the aircraft which translates into large discrepancies between the outputs of the MNNs and DNNs, on the one hand, and the actual measurements (i.e. d1 (k), d2 (k) and d3 (k)) on the other. Now we define four different failure detection parameters below. One is the MNN Estimation Error Norm (MEEN) parameter which is get by the MNN estimates and the actual measurements:
where n is the number of DNNs in MNN-i. The second parameter is MNN and DNN Estimation Error Norm (MDEEN) which is computed by MNN and DNN estimations:
where n is the number of DNNs in MNN -i. The third parameter is DNN Estimation Error Norm (DEEN) which is computed MNN estimates and the actual measurements:
where g = 1, 2, ..., n, n is the number of DNNs in MNN -i. The last parameter is Fault Detection Error Summation (FDES) which is computed by MEEN and MDEEN, the μ m and υ m are weight coefficients for fault detection.
where n is the number of MEEN in MDEEN and μ m = 1, υ m = 1.
Fault Detection
The occurrence of the sensor failure leads to large value of FDES between the measurements and the MNN estimates, in particular large values of MEEN or MDEEN. Then, the condition for a sensor (sensors) failure(s) to be declared is:
The thresholds M EEN − i threshold and M DEEN − i threshold are based on the adaptive threshold algorithm described in the Sections 3.
Fault Type Identification
When a sensor failure declared, the fault type identification phase consists of differentiating among the angular rate, the acceleration, the Euler angle and the position. For different types of sensor, different error norms associated with it are computed for identification which hierarchical level can decrease the computational difficulties in the fault detection phase. The criterion for generic failure type identification is:
The MEEN provides better performance for step-type sensor failures whereas the MDEEN performs better for ramp-type of sensor failures. When the criterion is fulfilled, the corresponding type of sensor fault is identified.
Fault Identification
In FI phase, we propose a two threshold approach to reduce the error fault declaration while avoid failing to report a failure. A lower and a higher threshold level are selected for the DNNs. If a lower threshold for the i-th DNN is exceeded once, the status of the corresponding i-th sensor is declared suspect and the numerical architecture of the i-th DNN is not updated. Should this status persist for a certain number of time instants and/or should the estimation error in successive time instants exceed the higher threshold, the sensor is then declared failed. The principle of the FI is shown below:
Adaptive Threshold Algorithm
Previous studies on the sensor fault detection based on NN schemes always propose constant threshold that the SFDI can not appropriate to the multiple flight situations. The variation of the thresholds for SFDI has the advantage of the goal to achieve maximum "correct detection"/"false alarm" ratios.
The thresholds which present in the SFDI scheme are imposed on "Thresh" is given by the following relationship:
Where aver(Thresh) is the average value of Thresh, dev(Thresh) is the standard deviation of Thresh, roc(Thresh) is the rate of change of Thresh, bias(Thresh) is the bias of Thresh which is computed based on the above equations, α is a deviation bound factor and β is a rate of change bound factor. The thresholds must be estimated within the SFDI scheme and the parameters used in the equation are listed in Table 2 . The averages of the thresholds are computed online based on the last 20 flight data using the following average filter:
Where n is the current flight data sequence. The logical algorithm of computing the SFDI adaptive threshold is shown in Fig. 4 . 
Simulation
The flight data used for the NN scheme for offline and online learn is the data acquired from the SIA-Heli-90 RUAV platform. With the purpose of illustrating the functionality of the SFDI scheme with NN scheme based on adaptive thresholds and the minimize the false detections as compare with the equivalent fixed thresholds scheme, two cases of failure have been simulated using both algorithms. Failure # 1: A heading failure of compass at t = 30s. Failure # 2: A pitch rate failure of IMU at t = 30s.
In the first case of failure, we simulate a compass sensor fault that the heading channel involving drifting bias of 10
• with fast transient period of 0.1s. As is shown in Fig. 5 , the fixed FDES threshold is exceeded at nominal conditions that without any occurrence of a failure, but undetected in the real failure instance. The fixed threshold SFDI scheme declares a false detection at t = 22.9s while the heading channel of compass failure occurring at t = 30s remains undetected. With the change of the scheme to the adaptive thresholds, however, the adaptive algorithm does not produce false failure detection and detects the real system failure immediately at t = 30.35s after its happening which is shown in the Fig. 6 . The following MEEN-2 and DNN-1 phases can work well with the adaptive threshold algorithm and detect the compass fault in heading channel at t = 30.91s.
In the second case of failure, a pitch rate failure of IMU is simulated involving a drifting bias of 10
• /s with fast transient period of 0.1s. The FDES scheme can detect the yaw rate failure not only with the fixed threshold algorithm but also the adaptive threshold algorithm which are not shown the figure in this paper. But to the MEEN-1 which is the compass FTI parameter, the fix MEEN-1 threshold is detect a fake failure and undetected in the real failure which is presented in the Fig. 7 . The fixed MEEN-1 threshold is exceeded at nominal conditions that without any occurrence of a failure at t = 20.3s but undetected in the real failure at t = 30s. In the Fig. 8 , we change to adaptive MEEN-1 thresholds. The algorithm detects the real IMU failure immediately at t = 31.21s after the fault occurring at t = 30s and does not declare a false detection. The following DNN-1 phase can work well with the adaptive threshold algorithm and detect the compass fault in heading channel at t = 31.82s.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a neural-network fault detection and identification scheme based on adaptive threshold. The adaptive threshold algorithm can improve the performance of the SFDI scheme and reduce the probability of false fault declaration. In addition, the adaptive threshold approach eliminates the need for thresholds changing with flight condition varying.
The proposed SFDI scheme has been tested with the flight data acquired from our SIA-Heli-90 RUAV testbed [8] , and shown significantly improved performance than fixed threshold algorithm.
